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Introduction

In 2022, GCC equities as a class outperformed the 
major global indices. As at mid-December, the S&P 
GCC Composite Large Mid Cap Index (SGCCPUX) was 
down 1.9% for the year-to-date, while developed market 
equities were down 15.1%. Emerging market equities 
were 17.8% lower. Up to mid-May the SGCCPUX was 
up around 23% for the year-to-date, however it then 
corrected, primarily driven by index heavy-weight Saudi 
Arabia, which was 3.4% lower for the year-to-date at the 
time of writing.   

GCC earnings growth was quite strong in 2022, 
estimated at 16% by FABAM, mainly due to the 
normalization of economic activity in the post-Covid-19 
world, and higher regional government spending.  

The SGCCPUX index is trading at a prospective P/E 
ratio of 13.4x for 2023, based on estimated consensus 
earnings growth of 3.0% (constrained by likely depressed 
petrochemical prices), and 12.3x for 2024, on earnings 
growth of 8.0% (FABAM’s base case estimates). FABAM 
expects GCC equities to trade at a ‘fair value’ P/E ratio 
of approximately 14x12-month forward earnings, and 
possibly higher if the rerating that we anticipate goes 
further than expected. We believe average earnings 
growth in the region is capable of compounding in the 
8%-11% range, comparing well with developed markets - 
yet with valuations that compare favourably, in addition 
to offering relatively lower correlation to them. 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
In 2022, the Saudi economy benefitted from higher oil 
prices, which for the year-to-date to the end of November 
averaged US$92.80/barrel for Brent, compared to only 
US$64.40/barrel 2021. FAB Global Markets expects a 
fiscal surplus of around 4.6% of GDP for this year, down 
from 6.7% in 2022, with that year being the first since 
2013 that a fiscal surplus was recorded.  

For 2023 economic growth in Saudi remains quite 
strong, with FAB forecasting real GDP growth of 4.8%, 
primarily driven by an increase in oil production, but 
also from growth in non-oil economic activities, and as 
the economy continues to recover from the pandemic. 
FABAM expects Saudi growth to continue in 2024, at a 
more moderate rate of 3.5%. In the meantime, the Saudi 
PMI for last November was 58.5, up from 57.2 in October, 
and 56.6 in September. Up to November the Kingdom 
maintained growth in its non-oil private sector for the 
27th consecutive month. 

Economic diversification continues to gain momentum 
in Saudi Arabia, with government policies and reforms 
geared towards reducing the country’s dependence 
on hydrocarbons. Further progress was made towards 
cooperation between the government and private 
sectors to boost investments, helped by the launch 
of the National Investment Strategy last October as 
part of Saudi Vision 2030. This should stimulate the 
‘Shareek’ Program, which is expected to inject SAR 5 
trillion into the economy by 2030. Meanwhile, in the 
banking sector, mortgage origination and lending to 
various mega-projects has picked up, resulting in the 
highest credit growth in the region, of close to 15% 
year-on-year in 2022.  

Saudi equities’ performance was quite volatile in 2022. 
The Tadawul Index peaked in May, up by 23% for the 
year-to-date, however as we write it is now 3.4% lower 
for the year. The price of Brent crude is up 7.5% for 
the year-to-date, at $81/barrel. Following the recent 
correction, Saudi equities are trading on a prospective 
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P/E multiple of 13.6x for 2023, assuming Bloomberg 
consensus earnings growth of 5% for this year. The 
current valuation therefore stands at just under a 14% 
discount to the average 12-month forward P/E multiple 
of 15.8x over the past ten years.  

United Arab Emirates
The UAE continues to benefit from the strong pickup 
in economic activity in the post-pandemic world. In 
addition to the UAE’s hydrocarbon-related sectors, 
it is a global logistics and transportation hub, and a 
major tourist destination. It has therefore benefitted 
significantly from the strong recovery in travel, tourism, 
and hospitality globally. The successful completion 
of the Dubai Expo early last year boosted investor 
confidence. FAB Global Markets expects UAE real GDP 
growth to be 5.0% in 2023, following 6.7% last year.   

The real estate market in the UAE saw a significant 
jump in transactions last year, to record levels, led 
by Dubai, and this was reflected in higher real estate 
prices. Higher demand for real estate has been partly 
driven by the implementation of government reforms, 

including the issuance of long-term visas for expatriates 
in professional positions. 

UAE IPOs saw strong issuance with many government 
and privately-owned companies getting listed in the 
primary markets. This trend is clearly set to continue, 
based on the current visible pipeline and recent 
announcements. 

By mid-December, the Abu Dhabi market was up 26.4% 
for the year-to-date, with Dubai lagging (up 8.6%). In 
truth we should mention that the strong performance of 
the Abu Dhabi index was driven by a few large names. 
Abu Dhabi is trading on a prospective P/E multiple of 
13.5x for 2023, based on earnings growth of 6.1% for that 
year, while Dubai is much cheaper, trading at 9.0x for 
2023, assuming Bloomberg consensus earnings growth 
of 9.0%. Similarly, some attractive dividend yields are 
on offer, ranging between 3.5% and 5.5%, and averaging 
4.5% on a prospective basis for Dubai for 2023. We 
should mention that from the second half of this year 
large corporates will have to pay corporate tax at a 
rate of 9%, therefore earnings growth will be adversely 
impacted by that one-off hit. 

Kuwait
According to FAB Global Markets, Kuwait’s real GDP is 
projected to grow by 7.0% in fiscal 2022-23, primarily 
driven by a 12% increase in oil production. Growth is 
expected to be 3.1% in non-oil activities during the 
period, linked to recovery in economic activity after the 
pandemic. Apart from the increase in oil production, 
Kuwait’s economic growth is primarily driven by higher 
government spending and buoyant consumer spending.

The demand for retail credit remains strong at a recent 
12.8% year-on-year, while corporate credit growth was 
running at an annualized 6.4% in the third quarter of 
last year. GDP growth is expected to normalize in the 
fiscal 2023-24 year, as consumer spending slows 
down. However, in 2023, one of the world’s largest oil 
refineries, Al-Zour, will be coming on stream, and this 
should enhance oil & gas-related GDP growth, and 
generate multiplier effects in due course. 

With the increase in oil prices, year on year,  
Kuwait is expected to report a fiscal surplus of 9.6% 
of GDP in 2022-23, the first since 2014. In its budget, 
the oil price is assumed to be (a low) $65/barrel. 
Government spending should pick up, facilitated by 
the improvement in government finances, and this 
should in turn support private sector growth. However, 
this could be pushed back by continuing delays 
relating to the formation of a government, with fiscal 
reforms (including VAT implementation and a debt 
law) still pending. Kuwait is also expected to pass 
a new mortgage law, enabling banks to directly give 
mortgages to customers, which would boost credit 
and economic growth in the country, possibly similar 
to what happened in Saudi Arabia.

Kuwait equities are trading at 13.7x prospective earnings 
for 2023, based on earnings growth of 16.7%.  
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Qatar
Late last year Qatar was very much in the news after 
successfully hosting the FIFA World Cup. Before this, 
the non-oil & gas sector had grown strongly (at 7.2%) 
in the first half of 2022, and growth had been expected 
to be resilient during the second half of 2022 on the  
back of the World Cup providing business opportunities 
for the hospitality and transportation sectors. It is 
estimated that nearly 1.5 million spectators visited the 
country to watch the games - more than the population 
of Qatar. FAB Global Markets expects Qatar’s real  
GDP to grow by 3.0% in the current year, following  
4.5% in 2022. 

Qatari economic growth is expected to be buoyed by 
the North Field LNG expansion in 2023. LNG production 
is expected to increase by 64% by 2027, and the total 
capital expenditure for the project is estimated at USD 
60 billion. Qatar is the largest LNG exporter in the world, 
with a 20-30% global market share.  

Qatar equities are currently trading on a prospective P/E 
ratio of 11.7x for 2023, based on Bloomberg consensus 
earnings growth of 4.9% for that year. 

Egypt
Despite a challenging global environment, Egypt’s GDP 
growth rate is expected to reach 5% in 2023, as indicated 
by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). On the face 
of it, this looks impressive, but it does come off a very 
low base. Growth is being driven by manufacturing and 
tourism, which are seeing strong rebounds, as well as 
related to the Suez Canal and the natural gas sector, as 
the world is recovering from the pandemic. 

In October last year the IMF and Egyptian authorities 
reached an agreement on multiple economic policies 
and reforms for a 3-year Extended Fund Facility (EFF) 
arrangement of USD3 billion. This took effect only after 
the Egypt Central Bank (CBE) agreement to move to a 
more flexible exchange rate mechanism (i.e. to further 
devalue the pound), in addition to raising rates. The 
amount of the IMF facility appears to be small in size 
compared to the possible size of the country’s funding 
needs over the same period. 

While some positive steps are being taken, several 
headwinds still weigh on Egypt, as they do for other 
emerging (and many developed) countries, including 

inflation and possible recessionary forces globally, as 
well as further negative consequences from renewed 
Covid infections in China. Egypt needs to find other 
sources of finance, and inventive ways of increasing 
private sector participation, rather than engaging in 
one-off asset sales or privatizations.  

Egyptian equities are trading on a prospective P/E ratio 
of 7.0x for 2023, based on forecast earnings growth 
of 13.3%. This is expected to be driven by financials, 
healthcare, consumer discretionary, and real estate. 
Many of the constituent companies have double-digit 
Return on Equity (ROE), and low Price-to-Book (P/B) 
metrics. The basic problem with very low P/Es are that 
they usually exist for a reason; for instance investors are 
probably still worried about the possibility of further 
currency devaluations.  

Recommended Positioning  
for 2023
• Our country preference is for the UAE, Saudi Arabia, 

and Kuwait, in that order. In the UAE, although it is not 
yet reflected in market corporate earnings growth 
assumptions - and therein lies the opportunity, we 

believe - especially Dubai will probably grow very 
well in the foreseeable future in terms of GDP growth, 
and related corporate profits. If such assumptions 
turn out to be correct, Dubai stocks are likely very 
cheap. The Dubai business model is now probably 
becoming better understood. Abu Dhabi equities 
offer good diversification, a degree of conservatism, 
and quality - and its related equities do appear cheap 
in global terms. For UAE equities, we believe the 
upcoming annual dividend season in the first quarter 
should be even more popular than usual, supported 
by a continuing recovery in corporate earnings.  

• The Saudi market remains a clear beneficiary of 
various government reforms driving economic growth 
on a sustainable basis. The Saudi government’s focus 
on more value-added hydrocarbon products, clean 
energy, policies supporting the promotion of the non-
oil sector, and reforms driving growth are expected 
to be strong alpha-generators for Saudi equities. 
The execution of mega-projects is accelerating, 
driving corporate credit growth in the domestic 
banking system, and in summary we expect a series 
of economic ‘multiplier’ effects; academic studies 
teach us it is infrastructure spending that usually 
maximizes these. 
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• The important petrochemicals sector (especially 
in Saudi) saw a sharp correction in 2022, and now 
needs to be tracked closely for signs of possible 
recovery. Product pricing remains weak, driven by 
excess supply and lower demand, and has been hurt 
by China’s growth slowdown. However, a bottoming 
in stock prices should as usual occur before visible 
fundamental evidence arrives.  

• For Kuwait, further allocations will be subject to 
earnings and valuations. Our focus remains on large 
cap liquid names. Valuations would likely receive an 
immediate positive jolt if it became clear that the 
governmental ‘logjam’ was being resolved.  

• Qatar remains in focus and was an outperformer in 
2022. We would expect its economy to benefit from 
higher government spending in the oil & gas sector, 
and in that context forecast consensus earnings 
growth may be subject to upward revision.  

• The financial sector has a very large (59%) weight in 
the SGCCPUX index, and global allocators should 
be aware of this, as local investors already are. The 
region’s banks are benefitting from higher interest 
rates resulting from currency pegs to the US dollar, 
and net interest margins (NIMs) are expanding. 
In addition, credit growth is seeing gradual 
improvement, and non-performing loans (NPLs) are 
edging downwards, and probably now average just 
below 3% across the region - all these factors are 
very supportive of the region’s banks.  

• The telecoms sector provides a mix of higher 
dividend yields, with defensive characteristics, 
which will continue to help balance portfolios during 
periods of higher volatility, perhaps due to oil price 
volatility or intermittent geopolitical factors.  

• We tend to approach exposure to sectors such 
as consumer discretionary on a more ‘bottom-
up’, stock-specific basis’, looking to hold stocks in 
companies enjoying higher pricing, gaining market 
share - perhaps through effective use of E-commerce, 
or which could be subject to sector consolidation. 

Conclusions 
• The outlook for the GCC remains strong, as oil 

revenue continues to provide a buffer, enabling 

oil & gas producers to run sizable fiscal surpluses. 
Meanwhile, diversification away from hydrocarbons 
is proceeding apace, and this includes a growing 
emphasis on renewable energy. 

• We believe inflation in the GCC has peaked, with the 
IMF forecasting that inflation will average 3.7% in 
2022, easing to 2.7% in the current year. The region’s 
pegged exchange rates should continue to limit 
imported inflation. 

• The rise in GCC interest rates, mirroring US Federal 
Reserve policy, could slow credit and aggregate 
demand growth, although we expect regional GDP 
growth to remain strong in absolute and relative 
terms, providing a substantial buffer to any global 
recessionary forces. 

• Social reforms, such as those facilitating increased 
female participation in the Saudi labour market, as 
well as the continued liberalization of social norms, 
are key to further regional economic progress. 
Linked to this, and transformatory in nature, are the 
new avenues for expatriate professionals to become 
more permanent residents in the region, particularly 
in the UAE with the easing of visa restrictions. 

• The region is rapidly becoming a global events 
hub, with recent examples being the Dubai Expo, 
permanent F1 slots in Abu Dhabi and Qatar (with 
Jeddah now scheduled for next year) – and of course 
the FIFA World Cup recently in Qatar. Such important 
events and fixtures keep the region in the minds of 
travelers and investors. Furthermore, Saudi has been 
awarded the Asian Winter games in 2029 and is said 
to be planning bids to host the Expo, and the 2030 
FIFA World Cup. 

• The strong regional IPO pipeline continues to grow, 
and deals are coming through at relatively attractive 
valuations, helping to diversify the region’s sectoral 
makeup - all of which is helping to increase MENA’s 
footprint in EM-tracking indices. 

• MENA’s weight in the MSCI EM Equity index is close 
to 8% (up from 4.2% in 2020, and 5.9% at the end 
of 2021). We believe it could be possible to see that 
approach 12% over the next 3-5 years, due to (a) the 
continued increase in share free-floats as government 
investors sell-down, (b) the flow of IPOs

• Earnings growth (adjusted for Aramco) for the 
benchmark SGCCPUX index is expected to slow 
to 3% in 2023, according to FABAM. This assumes 
a cyclical low in petrochemicals prices (to be 
followed by a recovery in commodity and product 
prices going into 2024). Meanwhile, earnings in the 
heavily-weighted MENA financial services sector 
should continue to benefit from higher interest rates, 
with sectors such as consumer discretionary and 
telecoms also expected to perform well in 2023 on 
the back of regional GDP growth above the global 
average. 

• FABAM expects SGCCPUX earnings growth to 
be at least 8% in 2024, based on moderately 
higher commodity prices, and the financial sector 

making further progress, together with consumer 
discretionary. We regard 8% earnings growth for 
2024 as a very conservative assumption, and likely 
to be exceeded. By then, economically beneficial 
‘multiplier’ effects from government spending 
- especially in Saudi Arabia - should be flowing 
through the region and sustaining economic growth 
above the global average. In terms of SGCCNUX 
valuation, towards the end of 2023 investors should 
be increasingly pricing-in expectations for 2024 
earnings. The prospective P/E ratio for 2024, based on 
8% earnings growth stands at 12.3x. However, FABAM 
expects the index to be trading on a prospective P/E 
for 2024 of around 14x in late 2023, suggesting a 
price return approximating 10-13% during 2023.


